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Introduction

• Missed Labeling of regions of interest is a common issue in existing
medical image datasets. Only less than 15% of the lung regions are
labeled in [1].
• We propose a segmentation propagation algorithm to assist doctors
during the labeling process.
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Method
• We formulate the segmentation problem as a maximum a posteriori (MAP) inference in a
CRF defined over pixels.
1) The unary term is computed independently by the convolutional neural
network (CNN) classifier for each pixel/patch [4].
2) The pairwise term evaluates the degree of similarity between every two
pixels in the image, and is efficiently solved by message passing [3].
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• Constrained unary term
o Manually labeled pixels are hard-enforced
with their original ILD image labels
o Pixels outside the lung are considered as
hard-enforced background
• Constrained pairwise term
o Message passing can only occur between
lung pixels
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92.8% total accuracy
7.8 times more labeled pixels
Multiple diseases can appear on the same
slice. Labeling all diseases on slices is crucial
for slice-wise disease detection.
The fully labeled annotation will be publicly
shared [5].
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